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GoDataFeed and CSEs
Keep Online Business
Booming for Pacific Stereo
“We are happy with the service
GoDataFeed has provided over the
last five years and how our feed
management has been streamlined.”
Muaad Lamen
Director of UX, Pacific Stereo

Background
Established in California in 1991, Pacific Stereo began as a highend mobile audio shop. After nearly twenty years of building a solid
reputation in the industry, the retail chain began selling online on the
encouragement of its manufacturers.
Not many specialty dealers sell online due to the increased
competition, yet PacificStereo.com was born in 2008 and, like its audio
systems, is still “booming” six years later.
In 2009, GoDataFeed began working with Pacific Stereo to enable
their multi-channel online selling strategy, increasing their presence
and broadening their reach. Five years later, the relationship continues
strong.
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Expanding Presence with Feeds
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Muaad Lamen, Director of UX at Pacific
Stereo, recalls the period when CSE feeds
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“As we were evaluating different feed
management vendors, the main factor that
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Results

improve these results and optimize our feed

Five years later, GoDataFeed continues to

campaigns.”

provide feed management services to enable
PacificStereo.com’s multi-channel strategy.
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